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Minutes
Benefits Sub-committee Meeting
February 17, 2004 10:00 AM
1509 W. 7th Street, first floor Conference Room



The Benefits Sub-Committee of the State and Public Schools Life and Health Insurance Board (hereinafter called the Committee) met on Tuesday, February 17, 2004 at 10:00 a.m. in the 1st Floor Conference Room of the Department of Finance & Administration Building, 1509 West 7th Street, Little Rock, AR.

Members Present						Members Absent

Janis Harrison						Bobbie Davis
Janie Roach
Jeff Altemus
Becky Walker
Shelby McCook
Nancy Sheehan

EBD Executive Director, Sharon Dickerson

Others Present

Ashli Davis and Doris Williams, Employee Benefits Div.; Ed Barham, Dept. of Health; John Hartnedy, Insurance Dept.;  John Bauerlein, Milleman; Wendy See, AdvancePCS;  Mark Watts, ASEA; Ted Borgstadt of Trestle Tree; Dr. Rose Gantner, Corphealth, Inc.; Rob Thorpe and Roy Lamm, QualChoice/QCA; Dan Parker and B. J. Himes of HealthScope; Eddie Freyer, Mark McCuin, Julie Marshall, and Nicola Patterson of US Able Life; Ron DeBerry, Arkansas Blue Cross and Blue Shield; David Bridges, Health Advantage; and Walt Morrison, retired UAMS.     

Call to Order

     Meeting called to order by Sharon Dickerson. 
	 
 Approval of Minutes          
                                                         

 Becky Walker moved that the minutes be accepted as presented.  Motion seconded by Janis Roach.  Motion approved.


 3.  Smoking Cessation Initiatives, ADH.                                         
Ed Barham of the Dept. of Health presented information in an effort to get agencies to coordinate efforts to stop smoking in the state. He discussed implementing the Wellness Program.  He stated that expenses due to illness connected with smoking were 634 million dollars last year.  One in every four people smoke today.   AR. has the third highest rate in the country of smoking related deaths; 35% of children smoking; 43% of children (including smokeless tobacco). The QuitLine is now offered by the state.  The Mayo Clinic is used by QuitLine.  They offer a proactive session in both English and Spanish on QuitLine. The company is based in Minnesota.  QuitLine’s method assesses individuals as to cures, not only on employees, but also on family members.  QuitLine has a very good rate of people quitting tobacco usage - thirty percent (30%).  Barham informed the committee that this service is free to the participants, but there is a cost involved.  The committee might want to consider passing the cost on to the employees.  Barham passed out several handouts on ways to prevent smoking. Fifty percent of the participants stopped for more than a day, but withdrew prior to completion of the program. Barham mentioned there are many classes offered in several state agencies on smoke prevention.  He suggested the Health Dept. communicate with the other state agencies in an effort to encourage all Arkansans.  Productivity will go up and costs for health benefits will go down if participants stop smoking. Dickerson asked if Barham if the program is open to all Arkansans, and Mr. Barham responded that it was.  There is a toll free number (1866NOWQUIT).  The Mayo Clinic answers this line.  The total number of state employees and retirees are around 130,000, including teachers. Based on the number of employees and retirees, a question was posed to Mr. Barham as to whether or not QuitLine was equipped for a large volume of calls, and Mr. Barham’s response was that it was.  Dickerson advised the committee that an information kit on QuitLine could be sent out to the participants, and Dickerson stated it would be without any charge. 
McCook suggested the committee members meet and discuss, as he feels there should be something more be done sending out the handouts.  Some questions he posed were, “How would it work in with the Gold Standards and the Governor’s Office?” There would need to be participation by all state agencies to handle any administration fees.  He also questioned the legal ramifications under HIPPA.  McCook would like a comprehensive program, and indicated there should be some tracking on the numbers.   Barham agreed it should be discussed in more depth in a later meeting.  McCook stated that any proposed plan should be accountable, and did not feel it could be done with only the EDB staff. Dickerson forming a smaller group to address this subject, and for Barham to speak to his agency, the Health Dept., about this possible program.   Barham declared the Health Department’s main concern would be cost.  McCook stated his willingness to be a participate in a smaller working group.  
It was stated that Barham’s funding comes from the tobacco industry.  Master settlement gave the state of AR an A for use of monies.  Health Dept. campuses are already smokeless.  

Nancy Sheehan mentioned her school implemented a smokeless environment about 15 years ago. 

Dickerson will coordinate this work group.  Walker, Roach, and Harrison agreed to participate in the work group.  

Hartnedy shared with the group a document which coordinates four efforts, Trestle Tree, the Health Dept. and two other agencies. Hartnedy advised his company’s actuaries furnished him with figures on health costs, and prices start with 10% higher for smokers.   It is the Governor’s desire to implement a program of smoking cessation, feels it should be without cost to Arkansans.  Hartnedy advised he would obtain the gold standards’ latest draft for this the group and the board.  Barham then ended the discussion.   

 4.  Health Benefits Initiatives	

Bauerlein proposed a way to cut costs regarding smoking cessation. He suggested there be employee contributions for the state and schools for smokers (including smokeless tobacco). He stated the challenge was implementation and compliance and devise a plan that would work.  Also questioned support and the how’s by EBD administration. Bauerlein feels Trestle Tree should play a key role. He reported the cost per adult smoker in 1988 was $3,400 (lost productivity).  Short term claims cost the state in direct medical expenses, excludes services not covered. These claims brought the cost from $98 to $1,400 per adult smoker.  One fourth of the group use some form of tobacco, which adds costs to the plan.
Obesity studies don’t put a dollar amount on cost of obesity claims as do the tobacco studies.  The spread of costs are running about 6% additional costs.  About one quarter of adults are obese, a $50 additional cost per month as compared to the non obese adult.
Bauerlien asked for suggestions from the committee on how to encourage Arkansans to want to stop smoking.  He indicated some companies increase the premiums for tobacco users and for obesity.  He recommended an extra flat charge for tobacco users and/or obese and have it apply to adults only.  Can give a little bit less cost to those not smoking or obese.  McCook wondered what distinctions would be made with employees with dependents as to rates.   Would there be a charge for one or two adults in a covered family unit (2 adults in family charged with $20 a month per adult).  These would be surcharges.  McCook suggested the following distinction be made:  one tobacco user in covered unit, irregardless of whether single or family unit; no one in the family unit (or single) uses tobacco.  He suggests these questions be asked in a voluntary questionnaire.  It only takes one person in the family smoking to cost the plan.  If the persons in the family didn’t smoke, there would be no additional costs to the plan.  Bauerlein recommends changing the baseline to $90, but then if the participant or anyone in the family is a tobacco user the charge would $120; 2 smokers in family would be charged $130.   This gives a credit to the non smoking people.  McCook feels there will be more motivation if anyone is charged for tobacco use (whether single or family unit) and that a discount or credit would be given to non smokers. Policing those who are honest and those who are not would be a significant challenge.  Dickerson said she can foresee numerous calls from employees advising of other employees in the plan smoking.  Bauerlein suggests making a surcharge (additional cost) per adult in the family.  Employee relations are a challenge. For instance, there is 50% compliance; would give a credit to employees not smoking and charge those who elect not to quit.  A question was posed by Mark Watts. On the surcharge would this give people a cost incentive to quit? In the middle of the year, if they quit, would they get this surcharge taken off?  Bauerlein foresees this occurring only once a year with option to change.  The program could give the employee a refund for tobacco cessation, but he feels this type of change could only be made at the first of the year, and changes could not be made the rest of the year.  Dickerson added that changes could not be made in the middle of the year because of the cafeteria plan.  Janie Roach stated there are four classes of deductions, and she has a vocational school, so she has four more codes. She explained it would be very difficult implementing these additional classes because of the number of codes, and that bookkeepers in the school system would be overwhelmed. Bauerlein asked if an additional deduction field to add on or decrease was required.  Janie Roach said if billed that way could be all right.  Dickerson suggested setting up a work group with the school officials.  She advised that Employee Benefits Div. receives several checks from the school districts.  Checks increased from 500 to 2200 a month since the schools became self-insured.  Hardnedy shared with the group his feelings that he did not believe these changes had to be made across the whole plan, but feels the committee should not hold up the process for a year, but should set something in place.  Dickerson said if changes were made, George must be given time to get system changed  Mark Watts had a question. On the surcharge would this give people a cost incentive to quit?  In the middle of the year if they quit would they get this surcharge taken off?  Bauerlein said would probably be a one time charge.  Dickerson said the committee needs to address obesity, as it’s now a disability.  She advised that presently the plan doesn’t cover prescription drugs, gastric bypass, etc. for obesity. Dickerson stated that if the state is going to charge the employees more for obesity, then perhaps the plan should do something to help the obese.  She said that a gastric bypass can cause additional health problems.  Jeff Altemus asked the question of who is going to say who is obese.  McCook said there is a schedule to follow for obesity. Ted Borgstadt said the schedule states persons are obese who are 30% greater mass; roughly about 30 lbs. too high.  Morbid obese is about 60%, and then it goes up to other stages.  It was suggested that health surveys could be done.  He stated he felt the state should get some type of incentive in place, and there are some things in the state that could be used. He further stated that self reporting as well can still be more accurate than most.  Hartnedy stated that the original goal standard does include obesity. Dickerson felt the board should work on the issue of tobacco cessation first and then later tackle the issue of obesity. Obesity is harder to track and more sensitive to individuals.  Dickerson questioned if both had to be done in 2005.  Is that a given? John said nothing has been decided and everyone is responding to the gold standard.  Dickerson suggested giving a reward for smoking cessation and move into obesity gradually.  Obesity is more complicated.  Non smoking aids would include such things as gums, etc.   Dickerson said gets weekly calls as to why gastric bypass not covered and certain drugs.  The board needs to address these issues.  Becky Walker wondered if we couldn’t go ahead and get the information out that we are studying it. Dickerson said yes.  Dickerson stated could even encourage weight loss programs and maybe gym memberships or dietary counseling before we start penalizing them. McCook said there are only so many things you can do in this area and might decide to increase everyone’s premium.  He had a question about obesity.  Wants to see with gold standard what is included.  He had a question on how to reach people and get this information out. He needs to know about the gold study and make sure that the purpose is not to meet the gold standard, per se, but make people healthier and reduce costs. Hartnedy agreed that was an excellent point.  Preventive should be what should be started with employees. Hartnedy said to consider $110 premium for everybody but if you don’t smoke you would get a discount, and if not obese get another discount.  Hartnedy feels participants should receive a financial reward for not smoking and losing weight.  McCook advised most employees have to sign some type of certification because of the state life insurance offered. Ted Borgstadt said it is a hugh employee issue and maybe there should be across the board increases or increases just with smokers. He thought that maybe it could be done on a voluntary basis.  He suggested an open enrollment, and employees voluntarily answer health questions.  He said you just don’t know; you might get a better response.  Rose Gandner said should volunteer  through pricking finger, etc. tests to show participants they are high cholesterol, etc. and people can make their own evaluations to change their habits. Do maybe a health fair on a volunteer basis.  Dickerson said a health fair is a goal that EBD has had but never enough time and not enough people.  Gantner said maybe we could even get  Baptist Med Center/St Vincent’s Infirmary, etc. to help in this effort. Dickerson mentioned that coverage is to the entire state. She stressed that she didn’t want this effort to be only in central Arkansas, but a statewide effort.  She stated EBD would like to have 5 fairs statewide. The website allows the employees to go online and look at their info.  EBD could put something out extra on the web to get some additional info. such as a health risk assessment.  Ted says that some companies are already doing that and is effective.  Roy Lamm said the changes are basic.  People must change their basic behavior such as taking out vending machines.  The state doesn’t sell cigarettes in state agencies anymore, so why not do something else in the vending machines; instead of candy, place in the vending machine fresh fruit.  Bauerlein stated a look must be taken at plan design issues. The current PPO and POS cover out of network well baby and GYN visits. All other preventive services are not covered.  Smoking cessation and nutrition counseling is not covered under the plan.   Bauerline suggesting getting a plan which covers smoking cession, promotes screening, and doesn’t have a co-pay or deductible. He also suggested getting the health plans to get physicians to comply for detection and screening.  Another suggestion he had was to get out member compliance, reminders to participants. 
On the coverage and cost issues, Bauerlein stated the cost impact is short term.  Covered preventive care on PPO created an additional $500,000 additional cost. In looking at projections, if plan didn’t apply co-pays, you would add another $100,000, total about 3% increase in cost.  On the HMO side covering preventive care, if you look at waiving co-pays, that’s $1.5 million or 1%.  Dickerson said vision benefits are not included for school participants, so that would be an additional $1 million. Cost to cover smoking cessation program would be about $400,000.   Projections didn’t include nutrition or smoking cessation, but Bauerlein’s personal feeling is that there should be some cost sharing for smoking/obesity.  If you look at taking away co-pays, that would be a cost of $1 1/2 million dollars more. These variations equate to higher employee contributions.  McCook asked what the cost would be, and Bauerlein responded it would be about a 1 ½% increase.  Jeff Altemus commented that the cost of the program is in addition to the increase quoted.  Hartnedy declared the Governor is behind implementing smoking cessation/obesity, and has a group meeting day after tomorrow.  Becky Walker questioned if subject of preventive care limits should be addressed?  Dickerson said this brings another thought to mind.  Health Savings Account and PPO, would we provide the same? Bauerlein responded yes.  Put $500 in the RP but could be eliminated.  Bauerlein reiterated rewarding participants for not smoking.  It was brought to the attention of the board that if misrepresentation of medical information was given on an insurance claim, then claim could later be denied.  Bauerlein asked for suggestions for the next board meeting.  Mark Watts made the comment that EBD should use his papers for this.  It was recommended to take a look at these costs in the ASEA paper.  People could then begin gearing up to change their behaviors to save money.  Becky Walker said her group sends out three newsletters annually and the next one is in May.   She advised the committee to let her know how much room was needed.  Sheehan remarked that TRS has a newsletter.  Another questions posed to the group was does TRI have a publication?  The response was yes, they have a publication twice a year.  Becky Walker said the key would be to target different groups.  Dickerson said EBD has some vehicles to get information out, and needs to formalize and get in place.  Dickerson advised the committee the rates need to be set by the April board meeting, so Bauerlein can incorporate additional charges for changes.  Dickerson also advised EBD will also need to work with the schools for their payroll deductions.  Dickerson informed the committee that a work group has been set up to address this matter, and the work group will be meeting on March 2nd.  McCook said the Health Dept. people will know about gold standards.  He said the committee needs to look at all state employees, not just those in state plan.  McCook also noted that coordination needed to be made between the work group meeting on March and the Health Dept.   

      HSA: Qualified Health Plan Option	
    
 Healthscope is a third party administrator and their non compete just ceased with BC; therefore can offer to the state.

Health Scope Benefits
				                     
Dan Parker and B. J. Himes were introduced as being here on behalf of their company, HealthScope.  They included a mini CD about the company in the brochures passed out.  The company was founded in 1985 for PCPs.  HealthScope uses multiple measures in their reports.  Ms. Himes advised her company could help in managing health care benefits. HealthScope is headquartered in Little Rock, with other offices in St. Louis and Nashville.  Customer service and web capabilities would be of interest to participants. Consumer driver plans could be added.  Includes Datascope, which is the information delivery system, and the company is fully automated.  The state would be assigned a specific 800 number and HealthScope would set up a webpage for use by participants to link into the state’s web. This company would generate ID cards for participants and has an interactive response system.  The ID cards can be tailored to the state’s needs.  Ms. Himes stated she felt her company is set above the rest of the competition because of their tracking of calls, and keeping information on whether issue was resolved.  This company has specific codes and types of calls, such as repeated calls and she stated they could address special needs based on these calls.  Their system has the ability to advise EBD the number of calls made to the 800 number, as well as all information on each call.  She feels the member would hang up satisfied with their needs met.  The service teams in their customer service dept. are specific. Web site offers tools for members to use so members can access their own information.  Members can check eligibility, claims, etc.  The claims are in real time.  Members would each have a password and ID.  Flexible Spending Accounts can make changes such as ID requests, etc.  A search can be made on specific claims by putting in the date of service.  ELB – have lost ELB you have capability of bringing it up and printing it.  Their system shows limits, and where the employee is on their limits.  Dickerson was asked by Ms. Himes if previous data could be loaded, and her response was that it could.  Ms. Himes talked some of the difference using HealthScope.  They have a high impact program with predictive modeling.  Theirs has disease management and are cost driven by chronic population and severe episodes.  HealthScape addressing the top 2% with severe episodes, and you would want to identify those people, as they are your highest cost.  Their company will predict future claims in severe episodes.   The software looks at prebirth on up, and takes 2 years of information, then makes projections.  Company starts working with and identifying severe episode persons on a volunteer basis and is quite successful.  HealthScope personnel would get in touch with individuals and gives them specific plans.  They have a 24 hour nurse line.  Predictive Modeling Cubes are shown on the website.   They can look at the top 2% of cost drivers and can work with these individuals.  HealthScope works with a care manager, and their goal is to change the health projections for these severe episodes or high impact claims.  Theirs is a more consumer driven approach. Dan Parker advised HealthScope brings in other claim databases, and can look at such things as who is at great risk and how to avoid them.  They would look at 2 years of claims and the PBM history.  The database is checked quarterly and updated.   Nancy Sheehan had a question for HealthScope representative.  If she had a new condition and/or prescription, would a HealthScope nurse call her? The response was yes, she would receive a call. The pool is everyone who is at high risk, and then there is a volunteer participation.  Many times individuals have several doctors and prescriptions written by different doctors, and no one looks at the interaction of the various medications by more than one physician.  Their program looks at all physicians and all prescriptions.  HealthScope is getting 35% to 40% signup in the wellness program (that’s 50% of the 2% high risk population).  Dickerson questioned, “Is part an administrative service fee, is this in addition to, and could it be done for TPA or must it be the whole group?”  With the consumer preventive plan, it can pay a certain amount and then go into the regular health benefits plan.  Plan would be specific to the state’s employees.   HealthScope has a  “Story Board” over the internet.  Their costs estimates are by location, by provider, and services.  They have online health assessments and surveys.  EDoc was brought up.  Its there as a business partner but not a part of the HealthScope bundle.  Datascope depends on claims information to help the costs.  They work with multiple claim/basis.  Their software has the capability of looking at episodes of care and would be able to go in and evaluate the quality and costs for certain types of surgeries.  Any database can be put into Datascope and reports produced per request regarding specific utilization. You would be presented with data and recommendations after an analysis of information is made.  Ms. Himes suggested the committee visit the Little Rock facility.   Her presentation focused on overall cost containment, with an integrated benefit plan administrator.  HealthScope’s goal is to reduce plan cost and increase member satisfaction.  They have developed additional products based on customer input.  Their company is compliant with the Dept. of Labor and HIPPA.  HealthScope would put together a dedicated account team to service the state.  McCook asked if they had their own provider networks.  Dickerson advised they have Novasys, and contract with the networks.  Another question brought up was, “When putting out RFP for health plans, could your company bid on it.”  Bauerlein’s response was that the state would be paying the administrative cost, and it’s in the state RFP.  Dickerson said HealthScope uses the same networks other vendors use, but would contract directly with a vendor.  Hartnedy was asked if specific reports would be given to EBD upon request and would our computer specialist, George, have access to the database to produce our own reports?  Their response to the question was they have reports on diseases, etc. and may also suggest a further drill down of employees.  There would be a need for the state to down with the analysts and evaluate the data.  They have ad hoc data reporting abilities.  There is a small license fee but they could allow the state to go into their database.  HealthScope isn’t based on claims.  Gantner mentioned that the state does health coaching with employees.  HealthScope rep. advised that the state did not have to buy all the products with HealthScope. They are very flexible.    

Health Savings Account
 
Another issue brought before the committee was the Health Savings Plan.  The question was raised as whether or not to offer it to the employees.  Bauerlein passed out an example with suggested rates.  He also suggested that preventive care be exempt from the deductible, and have a maximum of $2,600 single and $5,150 family, but not to exceed the deductible.  Becky Walker had a question regarding the HSA.  She asked if the deductible could be put into an HSA, plus that which is put into the Flexible Spending Account.  Bauerlein’s response was yes.  Heath Savings Account qualified expenses cover everything, whereas Flexible Spending does not.  McCook went over expenses that would be covered and asked what the difference is in Flexible Spending and HSA? Bauerlein responded that there is no difference.  McCook asks in this scenario:  He puts $1,000 into his Flexible Spending Account.  The IRS will allow him not to pay taxes on that $1,000.  Dickerson said HSA has to be with a high deductible plan.  McCook asked, “What’s the difference between a consumer directed plan and an HSA and a high deductible plan and information on the providers?  We don’t need a consumer directed health plan with an HSA.  There was a question as to whether an employee could have an HSA without having an insurance plan.  McCook asked the following:  We already have resource information, a Health Savings Account, and a high deductible.  Why create a consumer health plan?  The HealthScope Rep agreed with that remark.  Jeff Altemus questioned whether it would matter whether we have a PPO with a high deductible or an HMO with a high deductible?  Dickerson said HSA is a really wonderful new benefit for the employees.   McCook said HSA would eliminate administrative fees.  Dickerson stated the cost in the CDHP is the information provided to the members.  This would not be provided through an HSA.  There is more member support, depending on vendor, for the high deductible health plan.  CDHP vs. HSA can be used for HRA (Health Reimbursement Account).  An HRA is not funded ahead of time and the state doesn’t have to reimburse an employee upon separation (not owned by employee).  In a CDHP, prefunding is not done, and the state does not reimburse an employee upon separation (HSA).  Dickerson said the state would have to keep records on the accounts for each individual.  The state would ask the administrator to keep up with both plans – would ask the vendor to handle on both.  There was a question regarding HSA.  “Does it have to be prefunded?”  Altemus questions how differs from the cafeteria plans.  Becky Walker advised that you have to have the money in the cafeteria plan in order to get reimbursed.  On dependent day care you have to have the money in the account first.  Jeff said if an illness came early in the year, you wouldn’t have enough in the flexible spending account, so might be a good reason to have an HSA.  The cafeteria plan is loaning the money, and then the employee pays it back. Bauerlein asked if you can prefund an HSA? Yes.  Dickerson said legislative audit would keep from prefunding the HSA.  The goal is not to give 100% coverage?  HSA is a vehicle to help employees take a tax advantage.  Nancy Sheehan asked, “Is funding totally by employee or partially by employee/employee for the HSA?”  It could be both employee and employer contributions.  The person who is administering the HSA gets investment credits.  Accounts do grow with interest and the administrator does charge a fee.  At the end of employment, then where does money go? The individual keeps all of it.  Presently the state will not contribute anything.  This proposal assumes moving to a high deductible plan.   So the employee can expect a premium decrease with HSA, questions Sheehan?  Yes.  The family deductible cannot be less than $2,000.  An example is with the PPO since it will be going to a high deductible.   The out of pocket is $1,500 single and $3,000 for family, then 80% of the next $7,500. Dickerson says there is possibly some money that doesn’t go into HSA so might be good to have a Flexible Spending Account.

Example:  Claim $.00 to $1,500 member pays100%
                 After $1,500 member pays 20%
              (next $7,500 of expenses)
              and after that the plan pays 100%
              Maximum for family is $3,000, same as current PPO

Altemus says member would have to pay a total of $2,000 for the family, and then the member wouldn’t have anymore out of pocket.  At $2,000, plan then pays at 80%.   There is about a $32 lower contribution.  Can you have HSA besides the HMO current plan? Yes.  Only applies to plans with high deductible.  Can we pass the administrative cost on to the employee, asks McCook.  Yes.  Nancy Sheehan said the HSA plan would be good for the teachers.  Dickerson said the goal would be to get healthier people into the plan.  A question was asked as to whether an RFP would need to be sent out on this HSA? What needs to be done?  Dickerson stated this committee needs to pin down the design, and asks all members if they want two or three differences in the next meeting.  Jeff asks if RFP is out yet.  Dickerson said just got RFP yesterday, and then will be sent out.  McCook made a motion that subcommittee recommend to board that we pass on administrative costs to the employees whether or not insured, both teachers and state employees and state doesn’t put in any money and Bauerlein to bring next month the plan documents, deductible amount and other necessary details for this committee to make a decision.  That is a motion. Janis seconded.  Hartnedy objects that employer won’t put anything in HSA.  Said we are playing word games on administrative fees, as can simply increase the employee’s premiums.  McCook stated that people who are not in our plan will utilize the HSA, so how can we get back the administrative fee?  Dickerson says the Flexible Spending Account is open to everyone, so don’t we want a vehicle everyone can participate in?  You can’t individually get an FSA but you can in a HSA.  Altemus sees possible abuse to the plan … need to bring more people into the plan and not driven from it.  Hartnedy said you get our plan with a high deductible with a HSA. Can’t have another kind of insurance because motivation goes away.  Dickerson said that is part of the law.  You cannot have dual insurance coverage and take advantage of this.  Dickerson said the system will not allow double coverage in our health plan.  McCook amends motion to include recommendations on whether to cover people in our plan, and whether or not putting money into accounts, and if it is legal to put into.  He proposes to tie the high deductible with the HSA.  Jeff says we are offering to all, not just to the employees in the health plan.  McCook said Dickerson has authority and withdraws his motion. Dickerson said board has authority over health plan but not over health savings plan.  If we do a high deductible plus an HSA, we are going to bring to the board the question whether or no we want an HSA?  Dickerson said she didn’t agree with Hartnedy.  She said the board doesn’t have any authority over the other options, such as the health savings plan.  Dickerson said must have a high deductible and show them the option of HSA.  But doesn’t think we can make the employees take the HSA.  If they are actuarially priced, she states when costed out it will not be a bad effect for the health plan.  Discussion then takes place.  Dickerson said the committee doesn’t  need any motion until she gets information to clarify the legal issues.  McCook wants to tie the PPO and HSA.  He stated nothing in the law requires this.  He feels this committee needs to make a policy in this meeting.  Janis said she would like to propose to have this discussion on next month’s agenda.  Also for next month’s agenda, would like to see discussion on the tobacco and obesity issues.  Dickerson stated she feels next month’s meeting needs to include three things:  plan design model, conversation about HSA and report from working group to this group.
                     
There being no further business, the meeting adjourned at 1:35 P.M.
 


						





